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Abstract. The researchers of electronic commerce systems who have innovative sense and 
high-skilled ability are required by not only the modern science and technology revolution, but also 
the economical and social development of a nation. The paper researches on the generated path of 
electronic commerce system based on innovative high-skilled technology. At first, it gives electronic 
commerce system technology of innovative high-skilled. Secondly, it presents the solution of the 
generated path of innovative high-skilled in electronic commerce system. Then, the steps of the 
generated path are given. Lastly, the paper analyzes some improvements needed to be done and 
points out the future researching direction. 

Introduction 
The trading business of electronic commerce on the traditional has brought revolutionary changes 

to requirements, "product centric" to "customer oriented", "take the customer as the center" of the 
new business model changes, requirements of e-commerce site by customer group division products, 
for services around the customer, provide the needed items for customers therefore, to provide 
personalized service to each customer become necessary. At first, this paper gives electronic 
commerce system technology of innovative high-skilled. Secondly, it presents the solution of the 
generated path of innovative high-skilled in electronic commerce system. Then, the steps of the 
generated path are given. Lastly, the paper analyzes some improvements needed to be done and 
points out the future researching direction. 

Electronic commerce system technology of innovative high-skilled 

According to the frequent item sets to generate Recommendation sets 
Focus on the frequent item, each candidate projects recommended value according to the right is 

the association rules of the project to determine the credibility, if the confidence of the association 
rule is greater than a given threshold value, the project can add the recommended set. The specific 
algorithm is as follows: Input with a maximum capacity of dynamic user session window w s; 
Webpage topological map for the current web site; support threshold value δ, trust threshold value α. 

Recommend=Φ;  
For  I =z+1, w I, do 
If support( I) ≥δ then 
c=confidence( w .u0) ;  
If c≥α then 
u.rec score=c ldf( u, w) ;  
Recommend=Recommend ∪<u= 
End if 
End if 
End for 
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System evaluation 
The on-line assessment is the evaluation of the recommendation system users online survey. Have 

done a comparative evaluation of recommender systems make friends and make recommendations, 
the experimental results show that the recommendation of friends more often than recommended 
better recommendation system, recommendation system is given and the recommendation than the 
recommendation of friends updates, and identified several key factors recommended design. Offline 
evaluation with a known data set to evaluate the recommendation system of. 
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Top - N to measure the recommendation quality generally uses the field evaluation system of 

information retrieval standard, with precision and recall measure: 
Table 1: precision and recall 
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Electronic commerce collaborative filtering 

The cosine similarity measure, user rating as a vector of dimension n space, if the user of the item 
did not score, will the user to the score is set to 0, the similarity between users through the cosine 
angle between two vectors measure. Set user I and user J in the n dimension space of the scores were 
expressed as the similarity between sim vector users I and J (I, J) for: 
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Modified cosine correlation has fully considered the score scale problem of different users, the 

project's score by subtracting the users to realize its advantages. A combination score users I and j, 
between the user I and user similarity of J sim (I, J) for: 
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Correlation similarity measure and said the Pearson correlation coefficient, a user I and user J 

common score. A collection of items with Ii, j=I1 I2 says, the user I and user J similarity sim (I, J) for: 
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The nearest neighbor set user U set by Nu, the user u to the project I score in predicting Pu, I can 

get to the nearest neighbors of an item in the Nu score by user u, calculated as follows: 
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Generated path of innovative high-skilled in electronic commerce 
Based on optimization theory, the optimization path generation of high skill talent is to explore 

innovative. Comparison of the generated path, path generation of college enterprise cooperation and 
the advantages and disadvantages of the generated path of school and enterprise, is by using system 
theory and mathematical method, considering the relationship between the government, enterprises, 
universities, and ultimately the formation of the optimization path of high skilled personnel training 
innovation, as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1    The innovative highly skilled generated path of electronic commerce 

First of all, the growth mechanism of the extensive investigation of cultivating innovative talents 
with high skill in domestic universities, colleges and universities leading investigation of high skilled 
talents training innovation, and carried out and their teaching administrators and teachers are widely 
deep discussion and research. Secondly, make social investigation to the industry, enterprise. 
According to the different courses, the representative of the enterprise, the company talent demand 
information research, understand the enterprise talent requirements of knowledge, ability, technical 
ability, quality and ability, competence, and has grasped the first material. At the same time, tracking 
survey of graduates’ employment of graduates, understanding and working condition, the collection 
of the employing units to the school teaching feedback, provide the basis for the growth mechanism 
of high skilled talents of our exploration and Research on innovative culture. Once again, consult the 
experts. Through consulting, academic reports and other forms, consult the domestic famous expert. 
Invited experts to give lectures on the school, and in our faculty and high learning, to carry out a 
large-scale discussion of concept transformation of education thought and employees, lay the 
ideological foundation for the development of innovative high skill education. In addition, also uses 
the seminars and individual consulting method, extensively solicit opinions and suggestions on the 
innovation of high skills education of each industry experts committee. 

Steps of the research 
Choose computer class representative of the class of objects any implementation team leader, the 

person in charge of each course, a number of teachers directly involved in the study of the growth 
mechanism of innovative high-skilled personnel training. Theoretical research and practical 
exploration of the subject generally need to go through the following process, as shown in Figure 2. 

The existing generated path  
 

Universities 
generate path 

Enterprises 
generate path 

School enterprise 
cooperation generate path 
 

The three guide integrated path 
 

College Teaching Business guide training The government guidance 
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Figure 2    The steps of the research 

Summary 

This paper researches on the generated path of electronic commerce system based on innovative 
high-skilled technology. At first, the paper gives electronic commerce system technology of 
innovative high-skilled. Secondly, it presents the solution of the generated path of innovative 
high-skilled in electronic commerce system. Then, the steps of the generated path are given. Lastly, 
the paper analyzes some improvements needed to be done and points out the future researching 
direction. 
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